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Paule Marshall addressed theFrd!,"rTt'?ttrei ptrtofthe
Sunday
By Carrie Allison
On Sunday. November 3 at 8:15 in
McGaw ChapeL Associate Professor
of composition, trumpet, and music
theory. Dr. Jack Gallagher, will
wield the baton in his first full con-
cert debut as the new Music Director
of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
This performance will also mark
the seventieth anniversary of the or-
chestra, making it the second oldest
continuous orchestra in Ohio. On
hand, to celebrate this occasion will
be the orchestra's 84 year-ol- d
founder, Daniel D. Parmalee, to
whom this concert is dedicated.
Parmalee retired as a member of
the Music Department and instruc-
tor of violin at the College of Wooster
in I960 but continues to be active in
music.
Gallagher speaks warmly of his 65
players, made up of College students
and townspeople. To him they are a
"bunch or talented, committed, and
eager people who are committed to
gettin the best results they can." and
that's important when an orchestra
has as full a schedule as they have.
Practices are held for the full or-
chestra on Wednesdays from 7:00 to
9:30 pm. A separate practice for str-
ing players is held on Mondays from
4:00 until. 5:45 pm. In addition,
special practices are called in order
to prepare for upcoming concerts.
The orchestra recently performed
on Saturday, October 26 in a mixed
concert with the' Wooster Jasz
Ensemble and the Wooster Chorus.
Three concerts will follow the
November 3 concert, including per-
formances on February 1, April 12,
and a Children's Concert on
February 20.
.
A challenging selection of music
ic of "The limits of Personhood: Gender. Race and Class'
imits and Contraints lecture aeries.
2QG
has been chosen by Gallagher for
this first full performance.
Gallagher expressed confidence in
the orchestra, noting especially the
strength of his string players under
Coneertmaster David Schmueckler.
The Music Director himself is cer-
tainly up to the challenge, having
received a Doctor of Musical Arts
degree from Cornell University. In
addition, he performed from 1968 to
1970 as Associate Principle Trumpet
in the National Orchestral Associa-
tion of New York City. His many
compositions have met with copious
recognition and include "Variations
for Woodwind Quintet," an
American Music Project Selection;
"Sonata for Piano," performed at
Carnegie Recital Hall; "Diver-
timento for Orchestra." first per-
formed at Stanford University; and
"Three Songs of Love, Joy and the
Beauty of Night," a fellowship win-
ner in the 1964 Petit Jean Interna-
tional Art Song Festival. Gallagher
has previous experience on the
podium with the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra, having in 1982 directed in
place of former Music Director,
Nancy Garlick, who was on leave.
The program will open with "Sym-
phony No. 25 in G Minor by the
brilliant Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
who composed the four movements
of this symphony at the age of seven-
teen. It is indeed notable for one so
young that this "middle" symphony,
the first of Mozart's symphonies in a
minor key. communicates a sense of
personal suffering by means of con-
trasting dynamics, syncopation, and
sharp accents. If this piece sounds
vaguely familiar, that could be due
to its inclusion in the recent Kilos
Form an film, "Amadeus."
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Gallagher's own "Berceuse" wil
follow the Moxart symphony. This
piece was composed in 1978, and the
title means "lullaby." Composed
for the daughter of his close friends,
this "lullaby" was first written to be
performed on the piano. As such it
was part of Gallagher's "Six
Bagatelles for Piano.1 Later or-
chestrated, it was performed by,
among others, the Ohio Light Opera
Orchestra, and the Wooster. Sym-
phony Orchestra in 1978.
Following a brief intermission, the
orchestra will take the stage again
to perform a suite from the ballet,
"The Sleeping Beauty. OP. 66A" by
Petr Eich Tchaikovsky. The five
movements of the suite were taken
from the almost two and half hours
of music which Tchaikovsky com-
posed for the 1889 ballet Although
the ballet scores of "Swan Lake"
and "The Nutcracker" may be more
familiar to most audiences, many
critics feel that "The Sleeping Beau-
ty" surpasses both.
Clearly, for Gallagher conducting
is a thoroughly enjoyable ex-
perience; He remarks. "It's
challenging musically, and it's fun
Us whip things into shape." The
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
makes this experience even more
enjoyable, and it has made listening
enjoyable for countless audiences
down through this, its seventieth an-
niversary. Gallagher invites
everyone at the College and
everyone in the community to share
in this enjoyment Chances are good
that you know someone up on the
stage who is helping to make it all
possible. So come and enjoy great
music as it is made on the College of
Wooster campus.
Convocation
a discussion
By Bob Murphy
At 11:00 a.m. on November 5, the
weekly Convocation in Hateer if
Auditorium will feature a discussion
entitled "Habits of the Heart. Habits
of the Mind." It promises to be very
interesting and important to all Col
lege of wooster students interesiea
in the aims of the school. Speaking
on the issue of "community" on the
Wooster campus will be Glenn
Bucher, Dean of Faculty, ad--j
ministrative trainee Gib Kirkham,
senior R.A. Don Dennis, and
sophomore Voice editor Ida
Williams. Each will be expounding
their various views on the subject of
community at the College of
Wooster. They wish not to propose
- specific ideas, but rather to get the
campus community to start thinking
seriously about the subject
Bucher, as the person heading the
organization of this convocation,
feels that there are many important
reasons why the issue of community
should be addressed at the College.
"We think the issue of individualism
and academic community is worth
discussing. Students need to ask
themselves How do I remain in
dependent and meet my needa for
Community?" He points out that
the school has a responsibility to
students and make them ."a respon
sible aetive learner and an adult If
we dontprotect that we are betray-ing why students are coming here."
He feels that the school is la some
ways not living up to this commi-
tment Students have come to him
expressing the opinion that aside
from perhaps football games, there
are no real events that ALL students
feel interested, or even obligated, to
attend as a school, especially in an
intellectual manner." Bucher notes
that the Wooster student body is a
very diverse group, for more so than
most schools of this size, which, of
course, causes some fragmentation
into groups. He also feels that these
groups are not necessarily bad
Titus first scholar
Columbus clinical psychologist
Laura Wolf Titus will be The College
of Wooster's first scholar-in-residen- ce
of the year November 3-- 5.
Titus will offer insignt into tne
dynamics of hum an relationships
and now tney arxeet tne individual,"
said Lance Morrow, assistant dean
of students. "She will explore dif-
ferent perspectives and participate
in discussions in several psychology
and education department classes."
In the residence nails Titus will
participate in discussion programs
on "Sexuality and Relationships,"
scheduled November 3 at 7 p.m. in
the Holden Hall main lounge and In
"Clarifying Degrees of Intimacy in
Realtkraships," for November 4 at 7
p.m. in Compton Hall's main lounge.
Tne public is invited to attend notn
discussionsfree of charge.
Her professional career illustrates
how personal and vocational con-
cerns change throughout life,
leading to reappraisal, new com-
mitments, and new roles and identi
ty. Beginning with graduate work in
music during tne 1950s, tkus
became a professional flutist wth
Neater 13
to feature
of community
(things by nature, bat he rightly
notes, Tnere isn't macn Happening
they just sit side by side and don't
interact."
Gib Kirkham. a ISM graduate or
the school, currently acting as the
Assistant Director for International
Student Affairs, is addressing what-h- e
feels is a lack of connection bet
ween students and the College. He
feels this problem "has to do in part
with the administration and facul-
ty." "There is a need (for the
student-facult- y reiauonsnipj to go
deeper than discipline and
academics."
Kirkham feels that in keeping with
other colleges nation wide. "The
faculty has redefined its focus to
strong academics, and less on the
depths of critical thinking." He
believes that "there is interaction
without eonvictkm between faculty
and students." and that attention to
this win bring a greater sense of
community In the College of
Wooster.
Don Dennis Is rivinc a sneech bas--
ail mi Ma ninInn that a greater
awareness of morality on campus
will lead to more community. "The
college nas a responsipuny w
graduate students who are both
knowledgeable and responsible in
their dealings with larger froups."
nmfa mntmm that arfcfL thm Part en
the Green held earlier this semester
was a big "community" success, he
believes that it was not a very
"deep" success. "We can get the
College together to party, but we
cant have that same effect with
something else." Students do not
always want to dwell on moral
issues, he feels. "Morality scores
people," he says, pointing out the
College's refusal to divest in
Apartheid-supportin- g businesses.
"Students dont want to hear about
that" He feels that the College itself
needs to take a moral stance In some
areas. This will lead towards the
students being more receptive
Continued on Pace 4
in residence
the Columbus Symphony Orchestra,
and taught music at several colleges
and universities. She , became in-
creasingly interested in psychology
and began graduate study at Ohio
State in 1969. Drawing from both
music and psychology, she explored
the therapeutic potential of music in
clinical hospital practice. She
became a licensed psychologist in
1975.
The field of developmental and
family therapy became the major
focus of Titus's work during exten-
sive clinical experience in social ser-
vice agencies and private practice.
addition to providing individual,
family and group treatment she has
taught other professionals and
graduate students in family and
group therapy.
Titus has served on the American
Friends Service Committee on
Women's Projects and the board of
directors of the Open Door Clinic in
Columbus. In addition, she was ac-
tive in the Friends Peaee and Social
Action Committee and the Columbus .
Area International Host Family
rf
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Morals a source for
campus commuify
Column By Ida Williams
A couple of weeks ago I chose for my topic of discus-
sion a subject that a lot of people on this campus care
deeply about. Quite accidently I hit upon a topic that
angered a lot of people and turned out to be very impor-
tant. The response that we received on the issue -- was
rather surprising, especially since other controversial
issues, such as racism, had been discussed. Perhaps
people do care about something on this campus. So, I
started thinking about what else this campus really
cares about, and I did think of something. This topic is
one that no one speaks about, but it controls our lives
more than anything else. It s a big concern on this cam-
pus, but no one will admit it.
I think one of the reasons this campus is suffering
from a lack of college community is that lack of a com-
mon moral base. One of the criteria for a successful
community is a common set of beliefs and values. The
College doesn't have this. Oh, sure, we have the Scot's
Key, but students pride themselves on ignoring ordisregarding what it contains: it's not something neonle
believe in. There is only one thing I think this whole
campus believes in. The campus morality can be summ-
ed up in the phrase, " You do your thing-I- 'll do mine".
In the past, the campus population did believe in the
same types of things and held the same types of beliefs.
And I believe The College had a better community as a
result of this. Students and faculty could understand
each other well and could communicate on a betterlevel. That doesn't happen now. Communication is
even more difficult now because one cannot offer sug-gestions or advice that could in any way be linked with
morals because the opinions of others' morality are so
low on this campus that even a good friend mentioning
morals will be accused of trying to convert you.
I believe that if this campus is to truly be a real com-
munity that one of the things it needs to do is seriously
consider morality and its real affect oh this campus.
Morality can't be regarded as a set of ideas that is goodfor "other" people. Everyone has morals of some sort,
and true communication cannot be achieved until welook more deeply in to the moral structure of this cam-pus. If Wooster is to become a true campus community,it will have to give up its current morality.
Convocation next Tuesday will address the topic of
community on the Wooster campus. In fact, Don Dennis
will be speaking on the topic of morality. I encourage
everyone w aiiean.
tnEWCK Set ot --to rxiD
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IVooster's
athletics
Dear Editor,
As a College of Wooster athlete
and fan, I would like to share some
observations and opinions which
hare come to my attention daring
this semester. Although in the past!
have been critical of some aspects of
athletics, especially in regards to
support and recognition of women's
teams, I do see some positive and en-
couraging changes and im-
provements taking place: Further-
more, I believe that there are some
steps which can be taken by all those
interested and involved in athletics
to foster a greater sense of spirit and
community between men's and
women's teams, to the benefit of
both programs.
Last year, Wooster athletics cap-
tured the All-Spor- ts Trophy for the
NCAC Athletic Conference. The
thing I find most significant about
this accomplishment is that the
men's teams contributed approx-
imately half of the points while the
women's teams added the other half.
Together, the two programs com-
bined equally in winning the award.
I sense a much greater feeling of
this type of community between the
men and women athletes in their
mutual striving for victory. While
the two programs are essentially
.separate entities, the cause is in-
herently the same. We are all
Wooster athletes fighting to win,
regardless of whether we are
Fighting Scots or Fighting Scotties.
The important thing is that both men
and women athletes, as well as
athletic departments, administra-
tion, and college community in
general, recognize that both pro-
grams are equal contributors to the
overall success of Wooster athletics.
We must continue to support each
other in a positive manner. To quote
some overused but pertinent
cliches: "There is strength in
numbers," and "Success breeds suc-
cess." Working togelner, Wooster
athletes can be ensured such con-
tinued success.
There are, however, fundamental
problems between the men's and
women's departments which need to
be addressed. I sense a --growing
distaste of the stratification between
the "Scots" and "Scotties." While I
see how this separates Wooster
athletes by gender, thereby doing lit-
tle to " promote unity, it -- is un-
fortunately an unnecessary distinc-
tion. The current "Fighting Scot"
emblem depicts a dashing man spor-
ting a kilt and brandishing a sword.
This gender exclusive symbol leaves
little with which a female athlete
can identify. Perhaps a female
"Fighting Scot," with an equally
stylish kilt and intimidating sword,
should be added to the other equally
essential and legitimate half of the
athletic department, voice
I feel that such an image would add
a greater measure of unity and
equality among male and female
athletes. McWoo, then, would simp-
ly become a cute, big dog. Addi-
tionally, there' are some basic
discrepancies between the award
systems for men and women
athletes which are currently being
addressed. Hopefully, this issue will
be quickly resolved, once and for all,
and will bring an added dimension of
unity between the departments.
Other fundamental questions on
budgeting and funding must also be
asked and confronted.
ftlsMCw
As women athletes, we have learn-
ed that equality is neither expected
nor fairly distributed. As women
athletes, we must continue to work
together toward what we rightfully
deserve. What is discouraging is
when women athletes, myself in-
cluded, at times set the men's pro-
gram up as "The Enemy." Essen-
tially, however, all athletes,
regardless of gender, want to win for
the betterment of the cause. I am
not advocating that women's
athletes seU out to the men's depart-
ment, make unnecessary sacrifices,
or stop challenging what we
perceive as glaring inconsistencies
and injustices. I am encouraging all
athletes to work together and sup-
port each other toward reaching a
common goal. If this can be achiev-
ed, the bounds of success for the
Wooster Athletic Department will be
limitless.
Karen D.Johnson
Little respect
for media at
CO. 17.
Dear Editor,
As an accumulation of a lot of
frustration, I have been forced to
conclude that the administration of
The College of Wooster has very lit-
tle respect for any form of com-
munications media. The examples
of this disregard are numerous: the
fact that News Services used
typewriters for their press relases
until 19S3; the termination of the
contract of Dr. Tim Franck in the
speech communications depart-
ment; the paltry course offerings injournalism and media in the speech
communications and English
departments; the fact that WCWS
was a one-coun- ty radio station
without stereo until this past year;
and even the Voice itself, which is
given less financial support than a
mediocre high school newspaper!
On the other hand, the fine arts
have been- - given an astonishingly
disproportionate amount of support,
at the expense of the speech com-
munications department, which lost
it's television studio to the dance
company, and even student housing.
It seems absurd that a college thatl
had to house students in downtown
motels at the beginning of the year is j
now preparing to destroy the small'
houses that accomodate several
dozen students in order to' build a
new music center 1
One only has to look a short
distance to the west, where Ashland
College has established commen-
dable broadcast and journalism pro-
grams, or to Cleveland, where John
Carroll oners the popular radio sta
tion WUJV, to discover that it Is not!
impossible for a small liberal-art- s
college to offer viable broadcast andjournalism options. Several!
members of the college faculty andl
stan nave tout me tnat tney eoncuri
with my auappomtment. but claim
that it Is the result of a liberal-art- s
education, and that communications
is too "career-oriented- ". I believe
that the opposite is true, that the
communications media is a part of
nearly every facet of our lives, from
athletics to the general socialization
process, and that college-support- ed
ventures allow student an on--
portunity to examine this very im-- iportant and powerful aspect of our;
society.
Patrick J. Schmitx
Hfifers
ouuuurr
Dear Editor,
It is unfortunate that it is con-
sistently the oppressed persons who
must call attention to their oppres-
sion. All too often people wiU brush
someone else's issue aside saying
that everyone has something to com-
plain about Ifost people are so
wrapped up in their own "causes"
that they fail to notice what other
people are working for and that
perhaps they may ultimately be
working for the same thing. As the
saying goes (pardon the patriarchal
influence), "He who is so wrapped in
himself is working with a small
package." Why is it that it is always,
women who must call attention to
the problems women face? Why is it
that it is always black people who
must call attention to problems fac-
ed by the black community? Why?
Because we are by nature
egotistical, self-centere- d. Empathy
is a learned trait we must teach
ourselves to see beyond our own in-
terest . .
It is a pleasure, then, to see people
like Paul Fleming and Alan
Goldblatt, who, in recent editorials,,
were willing to draw attention to
concerns of groups with which, by
race or gender, they are not directly
associated. It is an even greater
pleasure to find that the Women's
Resource Center is actually focusing
a three part series on problems fac-
ed by black women. This is an ex-
citing approach to the problem of ex-
clusivity that seems to pervade
many groups and organizations on
this campus. Certainly, the WRC is
for all women, but to my knowledge,
there are no black women who are
active in the WRC. This is probably
because the problems faced by black
women are so unique and for this
reason the Black Women'sOrganization exists. So why is the
WRC concerned with black women?
Because actually, the issue concerns
us all.
Earlier this year, the editor ex--
pressed a concern that Wooster haspeat, but unused, potential for a ful-
ly developed sense of community on
campus. I see that potential work-Continu- ed
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Senior Tracy Uoton and Junior
bo$k. "God'f Trombonea". The two
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Political, not
By William M.Townsend
Lately we've heard a lot about the
United States and our problems with
the National Debt. One of these fre-
quently mentioned problems is the
inability of the United States
Government to collect on loans to
Latin American countries.
It has been said that the Latin
American debt cannot be paid and it
certainly cannot be collected. Pay-
ing the debts Latin American coun-
tries owe would mean keeping the
mass of the people in poverty, inter-
nationalizing the economy and
iwssibly destroying nationalities.
The United States and other Latin
"American creditors maintain that
' ; he debt can be collected. But this is
.idiots t question of profit or loss,
'.l because a suspension of payment
" would Imply the destruction of inter-
national economic order. If one
country decides they are not able to
pay, and don't, won't that set a
precedent for other countries who
may feel they shouldn't have tDDay
1
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Josepiune Kounson reaearse woru xrom poet James Weldou Johnson'j
will be performlnx. durim? the Cojlexe'a Black Arts FestivalThtr,
economic
either?
If Latin American countries were
able to pay their debts, they would. I
am convinced that they intend to
pay, but the truth is they cannot and
that is the problem. Again...thedebt
cannot be paid, it's unpayable, and
it's impossible to collect We must
learn to insist on this statement to
the point of exhaustion.
This, I believe, is because the in-
ternational economic system has
grown obsolete. It is like a toaster
that no longer works-- so you throw it
away and replace it with a new one.
This is easily said, but it would mean
that the world's economists would
have to wrack their brains to find a
formula to make sure there is no
more hunger; that there will be food,
housing, education, and health care
for all. This is an impossible ac-
complishment.
The Foreign debt crisis is a ques-
tion of figures, statistics, rows upon
rows of numbers, and national
stability. For this reason we must
5 .i
t
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not decieve ourselves. We must
understand that this has become
more a political problem rather than
an economic one.
I have never seen a deal between a
Swerful person and a weak personwhich the powerful one didn't
come out the eventual winner. The
same applies towards governments.
We must remember that Im-
perialism is not a paper tiger. In
fact it is more than one tiger. But
the comparison is a uesful one to
demonstrate how smaller countries
face their greatest economic
challenges and conflicts.
Is it honest to lend money at eight
percent interest and then raise it to
20 percent? Is it honest to charge in-
terest on interest? Is it honest to pay
Latin American, countries increas-
ingly low prices for their products
until the absurdity is reached of pay-
ing prices that are barely covering
or are below production costs? Is it
honest to impose series of
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Black Arts Festival begins
Thursday
By Bryan Kintu
This has become an annual event,
a celebration of the black experience
in America through prose and
dance, drama and music. The Black
Arts Festival is a very popular part
of the fall social curriculum at xne
College of Wooster. Judging from
past years, this year's event under
the very able direction 01 Anneua
Jefferson should be iust as spec-
tacular an event as in the cast
This year the Black Arts Festival
will feature the uariem uenaissance
that began in the '20s and has con-
tinued on to the '80s. The artistic
pieces will reflect the social environ
ment throughout this tune ana ine
black reaction to it.
The pieces include work by
famous names like - LangstonJ
Hushes, Weldon Johnson, Countee
sew
The Emperor's neiv clothe
By Thorn Kuehls
Once upon a time, there lived an
Emperor that wanted the finest4
clothes imaginable. Several tailors
had been given the task of making
the Emperor these clothes and fail-
ed, and' suffered the consequences.
Finally, one tailor, knowing the fate
of her cohorts, came up with a plan.
On the day that she was to bring in
her suit, she brought an empty box.
However, she convinced the
Emperor that inside the box were
the finest clothes imaginable. The
Emperor , of course saw nothing,
but the tailor had been so convincing
in her speech, that the Emperor
believed that the suit did exist
Word- - got out that the Emperor
had finally found the clothes that he
had sought for so long. It was saik,
that these were the finest clothes in
all the world. Because they were so
fantastic, the Emperor decided to
modes them for the city.
So, the people lined the streets on
the day the Emperor was to model
his glorious suit As the Emperor
strutted through the city, wearing
his "invisible suit" many people,
who had heard so much about the
measurements such as protec-
tionism, subsidies, dumping, etc,
that places Latin American coun-
tries in a position of competitive ine-
quality?
As students and the next genera-
tion of world leaders we cannot turn
our backs on these problems. We
cannot neglect it or leave it to the
whims of historical inertia. This
would be irresponsible N?havkr on
our part Remember...the problem
is POLITICAL. NOT ECONOMIC.
Cullen, Richard Wright. Ralph
Allison, James Baldwin, .Julie
Fields. Ifargaret Walker andNtoiakee Shange. The
choreography for the dances is done
by Josephine Robinson. ; ' Also
featured will be the Gospel Choir
directed by Edward Ridley. The
music features a medley of black
music, spirituals, blues, jazz and
scath music An added feature, a re-
cent development in black music,
win be a "rap song."
voice
Performances begin on November
7th and run through the 9th in
Shoolroy Room (Freedlander
Theater) at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are
free, but because of the small
capacity of the room and the
popularity of the festival, everyone
is aavisea to reserve in advance.
rlflrimis tniL truly believed that the
Emperor was wearing the finestl
oMhM in n the world. Othersl
ftffniied that the Emoeror was
not wearing anvthinc. but acted as
though he was so as not to putl
themselves into danger, ior n waw
considered treasonous to disagree
with the Emperor.
At the end of one street stood a
small child. This child knew nothing
of the glorious clothes that the
Emperor was to be wearing. This
child knew of nothing of the punish
ment awaiting those who spoke out
against the Emperor. This enlid saw
that the Emperor had no clothes on.
and when the Emperor drew near,
the child spoke up: "You're naked!
Upon this disclosure, gasps went up
from the crowd, for many no longer
"saw" the invisible clothes. - The
Emperor himself realized that he
wore no clothing and sought to hide
himself from the crowd and his owe
embarasament
Now, the Emperor may not
always realize he is naked when the
child tells him he is, but it Is impor
tant that the child continue to speak
up.
Continued from Page 2
inc itself into reality in exactly the
type of programming the WRC is ac
tively pursuing. it involves a
sacrifice, an Immediate
selflessness, for an organization to
put time and effort into a program
that is beyond their normal scope,
but one that will inevitably have
positive repercussions not only for
themselves, but for the campus as a
whole. Wouldn't it be neat to see one
organization actively concerned, if
only for one evening, with the pro
blems of another? To find a com-
mon concern and come together on
it? Maybe even program houses,
dorms, sections and clubs, and
athletic organizations could begin a
sort of --
"program interaction." It can hap-
pen, and I take the liberty to per-
sonally invite you all to the next
WRC meeting Tuesday at 7:00 to
watch and participate.
John F.Wells
A":
4
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Members of the cast of "They're
performed next Wednesday at
Convocation
Continued from Page 1,
towards ideas and values of other
people. If this happens, the result
will be more community within the
school."
Voice editor Ida Williams has
written about the subject of College
community in past editorials, and
hopes to expand upon these in her
speech. Williams feels that the Col-
lege of Wooster has failed to address
Playing Our Song", which will be
Freedlander Theatre.
the nature of a communal education.
"I feel that in order to help build a
feeling of College community,
Wooster needs to sponsor more com-
mon educational experiences,
perhaps more required classes."
Again, this convocation will be
held at 11:00 a.m. on November 5, in
Mateer Auditorium. All students
are urged to attend.
328 East Liberty Street
Wooster
264-21- 61
Worship, 10x30 n.r.i.
Gvory GczruSay
Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
Barbara Dua, Minister
Steven M. Williams, Professional Associate
Arts Ministry
The Church House
Campus Extension: 2398
lJ Tar
(Yamaha, Sony, Kenwood, Bose, Hitachi
Sharp
AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES
COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK SPECIAL ORDERS AVAILABLE
'They're Playing Our Song' to be
on Wednesday
Newsservices
WOOSTER. OHIO-N- efl Simon's
hit broadway musical "They're
Playing Out Song" will be presented
at The College of Wooster November
Set in a glittering Manhattan
world of recording studios and pen-
thouse apartments, "They're Play
ing Our Song" spotlights the roller--
coaster romance of two gilted
people-supers-tar songwriter Ver-
non Gersch and his outspoken, ec-
centric lyricist Sonia Walsx. After
falling deeply in love, Sonia and Ver-
non discover their special talent for
irritating each other.
Perhaps "New York Posr'criuc
Clive Barnes put it best when he
wrote: "Light and lively, with a
sharp eye on the ups and downs of
'now' relationships, 'They're Piayng
Our Song' is funny and provocative
entertainment. Your audience will
UAA offers
By Carrie Allison
Since the early days, when it was
known as the Women's Recreation
Association, and before women
athletes at the College or Wooster
could participate in varsity spots,
the Women's Athletic Association
has been in action. The WAA, then,
as now, was an organisation
dedicated to the support of all
women on campus, whether they
chose to call themselves athletes or
not Today, the WAA is trying
harder than ever to provide this sup-
port.
Four officers head up the WAA, and
they are Karen Johnson, President;
Jack! Murphy. Vice-Preside- nt;
Sheila Din an. Secretary; and Laurie
Potter, Treasurer. Within the
Physical Education Department
Coach Nan Nichols acts as faculty
advisor. The WAA members invest
as much time and effort as they can,
many of them juggling already full
schedules with varsity athletes, in
overseeing the organization and fun-
ding of women's Intramural sports.
They run the concession stands dur-
ing the men's home basketball
games, and this is the primary
"Way for us to do funding," ac-
cording to Johnson, a member of the
basketball and soitoau warns, xms
is another example of the WAA's
commitment to all women on cam-
pus as it encourages them to get in-
volved in sports on the intramural
leveL
Another task undertaken by the
WAA is the making of signs for the
women's varsity teams. Remember
the colorful signs that cheer on
teams from soccer to field hockey
out in front of Lowry? The WAA
puts them there, and this snow ox
College Bowl Update
By Bob Murphy
Registration for College Bowl,
"The Varsity Sport of the Mind,"
will start next week during lunch
and dinner in the Lowry Center main
lobby, on both Tuesday, November
5, and Wednesday the etn. Alter
registration, actual College Bowl
competition will occur November 11-1-4,
and November 18-2-0 in the Lowry
Center "Pit" area, with matches
beginning at 6:30 each night
fh order to register for College
BowL one must have a group of five
College of Wooster students
available to play at these times, a
team captain, and a team name.
Competition consists of two teams of
four people (with one alternate
-
cheer it"
The public is Invited to attend the
musical, scheduled for 8 pm in
McGaw Chapel. General admission
is2.
"They're Playing Our Song,
which won the coveted Tony Award
for best musical, ran for more that
1,200 performances on Broadway.
In addition to Simon's script, it is the
product of two major show business
talents: Marvin Hamlisch, com-
poser of "A Chorus Line" and Carole
Byer Sager, lyricist of gold records
"Midnight Blue" and "Nobody Does
It Better." This current version of
the show will be presented by the na-
tional touring company of New
York's Daedalus Productions which
most recently toured the acclaimed
revival of "Ain't Misbehavin."
Simon, born the son of a clothing
salesman in New York City, worked
more ition just
support, says. Dinan, builds
"camaraderie."
"Camaraderie" is a key word for
the WAA. They would like to see all
women on campus join them in their
efforts to give women's athletics at
Wooster the recognition and respect
that they deserve. All women are in-
vited to attend the recognition and
respect dinner in the Faculty Lounge
from 6:00 to 7:30 pm one Thursday
out of every month. These dinners
are publicized, and the next is ten-
tatively scheduled for November 7.
"It's a perfect opportunity to meet
people," points out Dinan, who also
plays varsity basketball and soft-bal- l.
Kate Dailey, Co-Edit- or of the
newsletter, which the WAA
distributes to ail women on campus, of
agrees. A varsity soccer and
lacrosse player herself, Dailey notes
that with wider participation the
WAA "could be a real nice support
structure." The officers insist that in
new members need not worry about
being burdened with respon-
sibilities. All they ask for js a friend-
ly face and the willingness to help
out when possible.
This "camaraderie" will aid the it
WAA in accomplishing a number of
specific goals. One of the most im-
portant is increased publicity and at-
tendance at women's athletic
events. How many students are
aware of the outstanding per-
formances
the
of the women's field
hockey and cross country teams
this year? Johnson urges the stu-
dent body to "show their support" -
Establishing an equitable award
system is another goat After com-
pleting their sophomore year on a
varsity team, male athletes receiveletter jackets in black and gold.
each) being asked questions in areas
of "general knowledge." These
questions are asked by a presiding
moderator, and all questions have
been authenticated as correct by
TIME Inc.. Each match will last
around twenty minutes or so. It is a
double elimination tournament and
is sponsored by the Association of
College Unions, of which the College
of Wooster is a member, and also in
partby theS-A.- B.
Junior John Fanselow has been
chosen by the S.A.B. as the Chair
man of the College Bowl committee
this year. He encourages all who
like to display their knowledge of diz- -
ferent areas to play. "Even if people
were not on a team in the
presented
as a comedy writer for Milton
Bearle and Sid Caesar. In 1861 he .
brought forth his first stage work,
"Come Blow Your Horn," which was
an immediate smash on Broadway.
Since then, Simon has written more
than 20 bit plays, including "The
Sunshine Boys." "California Suite."
"The Last of the Red Hot Lovers."
and "Chapter Two." which have
been turned into successful movies.
In addition, Simon authored "The
Odd Couple," first a play, then a
movie before becoming the source
for one of television's longest runn-
ing series.
The Wooster production of
"They're Playing Our Song" is spon-
sored by the Student Activities
Board and the Cultural Events Com-
mittee.
support
Women varsity athletes, on the other
hand, receive a mug which can be
bought in the College bookstore, and
this only after the completion of
their senior year. The WAA would
also like to see a lower turnover rate
for women's coaches and faster in-
stallment of replacements for those
who do leave. A greater number of
assistant coaches would also help.
Another means of increasing sup-
port for women athletes could be ac-
complished, Dailey notes, by "br-
inging more speakers to campus,"
these speakers being women
athletes and coaches who could offer .
encouragement ; ; Y-M-
r
. r
Most important 1& 'the WAA.'
however, is fostering ah atmosphere
support This support extends to'
women athletes and men as well. To
this end the WAA would like to see,
says Johnson, a greater "unity of
men's and women's departments"
the Physical Education Center. A
show of support among all athletes,
men and women cheering each other
on, is what they desire. "If we're
both playing lathe same conference,
then why shouldn't we be playing in
together?" asks Dailey. Hohnson
points out the division inherent in the
names of men's and women'steams,
saying. "Scotties is getting old fast"
Obviously, the WAA has set its
sights high. But with support being
first priority, they want all
women to feel welcome to join them.
"We have so much to offer people,"
remarks Dinan. Friendship and a
good time are not the least of these
offerings. Johnson points out that
"The more involvement we get the
more we can do." And who knows
how much they can accomplish with
your rapport I
preliminary College Bowl matches,(October 7-1- 0), they should consider
getting up or getting on a team now.
It is a lot of fun. and a great way to
test out your knowledge of the world
around you."
The team finishing first in the
tournament will advance to the
region 7 (Ohio and Michigan) com-
petition, to be held this year at Ohio
State University. The winners there
will then go on to national competi-
tion. There are 15 regions nation-
wide. Those with questions about
College Bowl should inquire within
the S.A.B. office, or contact
Fanselow or any other member of
the S.A.B. College Bowl Committee.
Y V X - X
FarreU and FarreU, wOl be playing
atLowrv.
M.D.A. Forum
The Economics Forum and the
Career Planning and Placement
Services are.cosponsoring an MBA
Forum Thursday, November 7, 1885,
at 7:00 pm in Lowry Room U9.
Dr. John Sell , Professor of
Business Economics, will moderate
a panel discussion of three business
people in middle and upper level
management positions. Having both
with MBA's and withoutJanelistsBA's, students will be able to hear
hnth Ma of the issues of Dorsuine
an MBA degree after completig an
undergraduate uoerai arts aegree.
The panelists will be Tandy Kem-nit- x.
Personal Lines -- Manager.
Chnhh Cronn of Insurance Com
panies; Michael Lauber. Marketing
IVCTJS Public
The fnllAwlnff Is the WCWS 01.9 FM
beginning November 4tn. rune in 10
provoking programming! ".
MONDAY: "Focus on Divest-
ment" with Dr. Henry Copeland, Dr.
John Cook, Dr. James Hodges, and
Tom Kuehls
TUESDAY: Convocation: "Listen-
ing to Wooster: Habits of the Mind,
Habits of the Heart," Dr. Glenn
Bucher, Dean of the Faculty, Col--
lew of Wooster
in McGaw Chapel this evening, Tickets are $3 and can be purchased
Manager, Tusco, Inc.; and Rose
Weiler, Financial Analyst, Rubber
maid Company.
These panelists will share their
opinions abouyt the value of an MBA
degree in the business world.
Specifically, Randy Kemnitx, who
has succeeded in the business world
without and MBA degree, will ad-
dress the opportunities there are in
the business world without pursuing
an MBA. He will also comment on
the types of businesses where an
MBA degree is less important and
those where it's more important.
The other two panelists are
Wooster alumni Rose Weiler and
Michael Lauber received their MBA
degrees from Vanderbilt and Dart
Affairs
Public Affairs schedule for the week
hear informative and thought- -
WEDNESDAY: "The Summit"
and "Dialogue on Conceptual Issues
in an African Philosophy"
THURSDAY: "Topics for Today"
with Susan Schiemann and Doug
White
FRIDAY: "Lunar Laser Rang-
ing" and "Focus on Soil Erosion"
ETVPyoU
mouth, respectively. They will
describe the actual graduate school
experience. They will discuss what
they learned, what the curriculum
and elective options are like. They
will also give tips about what
criteria a student should use in
evaluating prospective MBA pro-
grams. After the panelists give their
presentations, students win be
welcome to ask questions and give
comments.
For any student interested in
entering the business world, but not
sure about whether there is a need to
pursue an MBA, this panel discus-
sion will be most inform ative.
Exhibit
By Jonathan Barclay
The Mackenzie Art Gallery is the
site for an upcoming "Mixed Media
Sculpture" exhibit by Thai artist
Nopchai Ungkavatanapong. Open-
ing November 3, the show will in-
clude works combining such media
as wood, drawing and plaster.
According to Wooster art pro-fess- orWalter Zurko,Ungkavatanapong's exhibit should
emphasize new work done within the
last year, as well as some of the ar-
tist's older pieces. Zurko, having
lived for a number of years in
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FarreU and FarreJI toninfoff
By Peck-Be-e Lim
The Farrell and FarreU Concert is
here in Wooster tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Open to both C.O.W. students and
the community at large, it is ex-
pected to draw a handsome crowd
from neighboring cities like
Ashland, Canton, Cleveland, Orville,
and as well as Wooster.
Some of their award-winnin- g
songs are: "Make Me Ready." "Let
The Whole World Know," "Live"
and "Because of Who You Are."
With Jump To Conclusions as their
sixth album, released last June,
Farrell and Farrell has moved into
heightened sense of rhythm-- a
distinctive 'dance-po-p' sound with a
staccato, beat-conscio- us feeL Far--;
rell and Farrell has evolved over the
years, constantly stretching both
musically and lyrically, from duo to
1 band. However, from their beginn-
ings in 1977, their music has been
synonomouswith lyrical accessibili-
ty and musical relevance. They
Student Aid
Each year thousands of college
students face the grim reality that
they won't recieve financial aid-n- ot
because they don't qualify-b- ut
because they didn't meet early ap-
plication deadlines, reports Kathryn
Rosypal, President of Great Poten-
tials Resource Center, a nationwide
financial aid information service.
"Throughout the Spring and Sum-
mer, GPRC reeieves thousands of
letters from frantic students re-
questing financial aid information
for September. Apparently uese
students have no idea that most ap-
plication deadlines occur in March
for aid needed in September," says
RosypaL Although some private
sources of aid have deadlines as ear--
as November, while others haveSr
eadlines as late as June, over half
of the application deadlines occur in
March.
"Most colleges don't provide
students in general with information
about the financial aid procedures,"
says RosypaL "Consequently un-
suspecting students miss out on
recieving much-neede- d money due
Thailand himself, says that
Ungkavatanapong's past work is
"drawn from his neritage...from his
historical and geographicalbackground," and uses many sym-
bols and architectural features
found in Thailand. Similar subjects
can be expected in this exhibit.
Ungkavatanapong is an MFA can-
didate in sculpture at the University
of Cincinnati who received his BFA
from the Art Academy of Cincinnati
earlier this year. His work has won.
him numerous scholarships and
awards and has been exhibited in
many exhibitions including two solo
exhibitions in Cincinnati (1984) and
Covington. Kentucky (1985).
i s a j r rsiiix vr rsvL i cloc
never fail to touch audiences with
impassioned ballads and lift them
with high-ener- gy choruses.
Having started as a husband-wif- e
duet in the early years, Farrell and
FarreU today is a full-o-n band. Bob
and Jayne FarreU are the band's
lead vocalists. Bob 4s the group's
principal songwriter. Jayne, who
had been singing professionally
since she was five, met Bob in high
school. Collaborating with Bob are
Dave Bobbins, the keyboardist, and
Mike Demus, a-- guitarist. Chad
Cromwell, the percussionist, is the
most recent member of the band.
The group has been to Europe, in-
cluding countries such as Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, Holland,
Poland and Belgium. In addition to
regular appearances on college
campuses and civic auditoriums,
they have performed in amusement
parks and festivals like the New
Mexico State Fair '84. ,
to ignorance about the time-consumi- ng
process involved in ob-
taining aid.''
All college students should begin
looking for aid in-- the FaU for the
following September semester since
approximately nine months If need-
ed to obtain required forms and
meet early Spring application
deadlines. This is especially impor-
tant for college seniors planning to
attend graduate school since many
sources of aid for graduate school
have January application deadlines.
GPRC helps students find non-
governmental sources of financial
aid by using a computer to match ,
the student's personal data with the
eligibility requirements of
thousands of private sources of aid
to find the assistance which suits
one's special needs. The Center ser-
vices both college and graduate
school students. For tree informa
tion about GPRC, write to: GPRC,
2S29 North Richmond St Chicago.
DL 80647. Specify if you are looking
for undergraduate or graduate
financial aid.
WC17S recognize
Wednesday. October 23, uovernw
Dick Celeste of Ohio personally
handed Dan Garan a certificate fot
ten years of affiliation with the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources.
Garan, General Manager of WCWS,
11.9 FM, received this honor on
behalf of the radio station for it's tenyears of broadcasting public service
announcements from the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources
entitled "The Ohio Outdoor
Notebook.' These announcements
provide information about events oc-
curring in nature around the broad-
cast area. -
After Garan accepted the award
at the Hyatt Regency at Caritol
Center in Columbus, he said, "This
certificate is significant to WCWS
because it represents our continuing
effort to program information that is
of interest to oar listening
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Sports
Cross Country prepares for
By Becky Pickett
Tomorrow, the women's cross
country team will meet the
challenge they have been preparing
for all season. This challenge is the
NCAC Conference Championship.
All season lon the runners have
been gearing towards una meet.
Daily workouts and weekend meets
nave given the Scotties the ex-
perience and conf idence they need in
order to peak for toiroi rw's race.
Placing first or second in the Con
ference Championship will take the
team on to Regional in Rose
Holm an, Indiana and from there,
hopefully. Nationals in Atlanta,
Georgia.
"On Saturday everyone will have
to put their best races on the table.
says coach Craig Penney, "Our
main competition will come from
Allegheny. We've beaten them
before, but not by much. The score
will be very close, probably by only 4
or 5 points."
"But, regardless of what happens
in tomorrow's meet, this has been
the best season any of our women's
cross country teams here at Wooster
have ever had," Penney adds.
And it certainly has been a suc-
cessful season for the runners.
Highlights of the season include first
place finishes at the GLCAmeet and
their own Wooster Invitational as
well as a second-plac- e finish in the
college division of the All-Oh- io meet
With this year's addition of five
freshman runners, the team gained
as .much quality as it did quantity.
The freshman runners for the team
are Stephanie Scierka, Amanda
Paglow, Nancy Nystrom, Cheri Dun-
bar, and Angela Sinopoli.
Helle Christoffersen, a sophomore
and international student from Nor
Support the Men's and
Championship this Saturday at 1 1 a.m. on the
The Scots exulted over their second
way, was also a new addition to the
team.
Upperclassmen in their 2nd, 3rd,
or 4th year of running on the team
are sophomores Patty Smanik and
Katie Keller, junior Becky Pickett,
and senior co-capta- ins Jean
DanowssJ and Ids Moran.
Tomorrow's Conference meet will
be held on the college's golf course
The women's race will start at 11
a.m. and the men's will follow at
11:45. Please come out to support
the home team and cheer them on to
victory.
"Hey Wooster, you have got a
Cross Country team ! And a good one
at that" As they wind up their best
season in recent memory, the Scots
are preparing to host the 1985 North
Coast Athletic Conference Cross
Country Championship, with their
eye on tne victory.
Wooster began the 1985 season
with two victories, the first over con-
ference favorite Case Western, the
second over defending champions
Allegheny plus strong sauads from
Walsh and Oberlin. Wooster's sucess
continued, as their schedule took
them to some large and prestigious
invitational, including a second
place finish in the GLCA meet and a
fourteenth place at the All Ohio meet(6th in the college division). For
thoes who like to see concrete
statistics, the scots have compiled 60
victories this season against 24
iosses-n- ot sna bby at aiL
Indeed Coach Jim Bean has
developed one of the strongest teams
the college has ever fielded. They
have tremendous depth, for one
thing. At All Ohio this year, no fewer
than 15 Wooster runners finished in
under thirty minutes. Also within the
Women's Cross Country teems at the NCAC
Golf Course.
victory in a row last Saturday.
NCAC crovmi
top seven varsity positions. Wooster
has worked hard on its team runn
ing, and this has become its greatest
strength. As the season progressed,
the varsity runners began running
closer together, and by last week,
barely one minute separated the
times of the first and seventh run-
ners.
Also to wooster's credit is the
ability of almost any varsity runner
to break through and lead his team.
Three men, Todd Kelleher, Paul
Fleming and Scott Ifellor have all
finished as Wooster's top man at
some point in the season. This serves
to take the pressure to do well off of
any one person; there is always so-
meone to pick up the slack.
But this Saturday, November 2nd,
comes the test that team captains
Paul Fleming and Tom Shearer, as
well as the whole squad, have been
anxiously awaiting. The NCAC's
press release predicts a three team
fight for the crown with Case
Western as the favorite (they have
beaten Wooster twice since the
season opener). Allegheny and
Wooster are the other top two con-
tenders.
Coach Bean and his squad have a
very positive outlook on this
weekend's race. They know that
.they can win Cut to5 do so they need to
work hard. Fleming and Todd Fach
are expected to be in the running for
the individual victory, and also
figuring should be Kelleher and
Ifellor. But Wooster needs good ef-
forts from Dave Dean, Scott
Michalek and Chuck' Brady, its en
tire top seven, if they .are to win
Come out this Saturday and support
the team. .
L.C. Boles Memorial
Photo By Bill Townsend
Field Hockey wins first place
By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster women's
field hockey team pulled a rabbit out
ox their nat this weekend, beating
Denison in the finals of the NCAC
Ohio-We-st Virginia Tournament to
take first place. This seeds them in
first place at the NCAC Mid-We- st
Field Hockey tournament this
weekend, giving them a good chance
at being invited to Nationals.
The NCAC Ohio-We-st Virginia
Tournament held at Oberlin Col
lege, started out on Friday afternoon(October 25) with the Scots facing
Oberlin College. Oberlin started out
the game with a strong, enthusiastic
style, and scored the first goal a lit
tle over seven minutes into the first
half. The Scots soon, woke up
though, and proceeded to dominate
the rest of the game. Though they
had ball control most of the time, it
took unto all but 5:30 of the first half
had elapsed for senior stick-wiza- rd
Carol Martin to score an unassisted
goal. In the second half, Wooster
continued to dominate, and with 22
minutes gone by in the half, Celinda
Brandt scored an unassisted goal to
put the Scots ahead. To end the scoih
ing, Aggie Belt put one in off an
assist by Carol Martin with 8:44 left
to go, making the final score 3 to 1.
To give an idea of how Wooster
dominated this game, the Scots had
28 shots from the inside circle total,
as opposed to Oberlin's total of 5.
Despite how the C.O.W. dominated
this game, Coach Sheila Noonan felt
that the team was "emotionally
flat" for the Oberlin game. "Oberlin
was really up for the game, while
our players were sort of looking for
ward to the other games, not really
paying full attention to that par-
ticular one," she said.
Coach Noonan gathered the team
together for a talk Friday noght and
it worked quite well. The Scotties
went out and took on WKtenburg Col-
lege and played them, in the words
of the coach, "really well." The first
half was scoreless, but the Scots
kept the ball on the Wittenburg side
of the field for the most part In the
second half, Aggie Belt belted in
Wooster's first goal with 21:08 left.
Next Carol Martin nailed another
one with 8:13 left in the game to
make the final score 2--0, Wooster. j
Noonan said that despite the late
Nowhere else hut
City
OVER 2.000 PAPERBACK BOOKTITLE S
IN STOCK
OVER 900 MAGAZINE TITLES IN STOCK
w30 DIFFERENT KINDS OF IMPORTED
CIGARETTES
WIDE SELECTION OF OUT OF
STATE NEWSPAPERS
GREETING CARDS
?hE Eh?
scoring, "The game was never real
It in doubt in tne players- - minas.
Later that day, the Scots met upl
with the Denison Big Red in the
finals of the tournament In the
teams' very first match of the year
on September 11, wooster tost tofl
Denison 1-- 2, and their second match
produced a 1-- 1 tie. This time, the
Scots beat the Big Bed 2--1 in what
may have been their best game alii
season, in the first hall, Kim
Rowland out the Scots ahead on anl
unassisted goal with 14:43 left to go
in the half. In the second half,
Denison scored first with a shot ofa
an assist with 27:38 remaining in the
Then, the ever-prese- nt CarolSame.artin scored a goal from an assist
by Lisa Blackadar with eleven and a
half minutes left in the game to put
Wooster ahead. During the last 10
minutes of the game, the Denison
team was going all out in their at
tempts for a goal, giving coach
Noonan tome very nervous
moments. Fortunately the Scot
defense held together, and the SCots
finished the game on top.
"Our defense did! an excellent job
in the game," said coach Noonan.
Doing a particularly outstanding
Job, as always, was goalie Sara
Heath, making 16 saves, literally
keeping the Scots in the game. "Our
attitude toward the whole game was
much better. We were up the whole
time." Also important in the game
was Kate Koehler, who came in to
make several key plays, despite a
stress fracture in her ankle.
Coach Noonan is gearing the team
up for the Regional Tournament
wnicn sne knows will be a tough bat
tle. "There is no easy gameat the
Tournament Everyone is playing at
a very high level, emotionally and
physically." She also notes that be
ing ranked first has some disad
vantages; "Everyone is out to get
yon wnen you are seeded first It
will be tough." She feels that the
team win have to improve their con
tainment when playing defense, not
letting the ball get as far downfield
Nonetheless, the whole team is very
excited about their previous tourna-
ment and their chances for advanc-
ing to nationals in the one this
weekend. We wish them good luck.
rJoivi
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Where have all fhe heroes
gone
By David Dean
"Where have all the heroes gone?" The melody of
that song harkens me back to a time when heroes
abounded but its message is as strong to me as the mo-
ment when a know-it-a- ll told me, "There are no more
heroes, and besides, who needs a hero anyway?" Quite
frankly I had not given it that much thought until Pete
Rose surpassed Ty Cobb's all time batting record. The
amount of hits is not important and while sports critics
argue the amount of games played between the two,
what it really boils down to is that no one wants to create
a hero out of someone who is still living. Or at least no
one wants to make a hero out of Pete Rose. But why?
In a society which shuns the worshipping of mortal
man over God himself it's quite obvious that the same
degree of reverence we , show to our God must be
altered, to some degree,: toward our heroes. While
baseball has had its fair share of drug abusers in the last
five years does anyone remember the drunkard Babe
Ruth? Why do we still hold him in such great esteem?
The reason we hold Babe Ruth in esteem and not Pete
Rose is that we are afraid to see our heroes fall from
their pedestals. N
The press and its chiding reporters can dissect Pete
Rose while Babe Ruth and all his secrets are buried
forever in his grave. Another reason is that we are
afraid, because of our own individual egos, to admit that
someone may be more gifted or better than ourselves.
Finally, we look to the past for some fading figure whose
personal profile is sketchy (meaning, the press did not
find out what he or she ate for dinner) and attach the ti-
tle of hero because he or she is not around to flaunt it in
face. ' "our -
:
- Pete' Rose deserves to be placed in the same light as
Ty Cobb (regardless of what Ty Cobb's grandson or
critics think) if for the only reason that he truly
represents what baseball is all about The time has
come to put our own petty individual pride aside and
face the reality that heroes walk the earth at this very
moment, and that it is not an exclusive club for the very
ancient Games played, games compared, stats and
records aside, Pete Rose is a real hero, and no one can
deny that
Scots make if
Volleyball gears for Tournament
By Bob Murphy
The Women's Volleyball team at
the College of Wooster has been very
competitive in their last several
games, gearing themselves up fori
the forthcoming NCAC Tournament!
The Scots on October 22 split deci
sions against Ohio Wesleyan and
Ohio Dominican, and did the samel
on October 28, against Allegheny!
and Oberlin. This raises their
season record to 12-1- 7 (3-- 2 in con
ference), pending the results of mat- -
ches played Octoberzt.
In the gamesplayed October 22 in
Timkin Gymnasium, the Scot
Spikers easily beat Ohio Wesleyan in
two sets, 15--2, 15--7. However, a keen--)
ly talented Ohio Dominican proved
to be a bit much for the scots, tnougn
the match was fairly close. The first
set was won by Wooster fairly handH
ly at 15--8. After that, Dominican'
picked up on the Scots' weaken
areas, and proceeded to win the next
two sets, 8-1-5, 10-1-5. Senior Tanul
Allen had a very fine game, as
ususaL and freshman Michelle Brit- -
ton also put inn a surprising effort.
with perfect serving, and perfect
serve reception.
On Saturday the 28th, the Fighting
Scots traveled to Allegheny to take
on both Allegheny and Oberlin. The
match avainst Oberlin proved to be
no problem for Wooster as the team
won in straignt sets, 15-- e, u--, i7.Against Allegheny, the Scots wound
up Having just too utue, too late.
The Scots lost the first set 8-1-5, then
improved in the second set losing!
that one 8-1-5. In the third set, the
Scots were on to Allegheny's game
plan, forcing an extra game. It
want auite enough though, and
Wooster lost the set. and thus the
match. 14-1-6.
Coach Bill SkeHy felt that the team
did not play as well on the 26th as
they did in the matches on the 22nd.
"One problem was tnat a senior woo
nlays very well for us (Lis Resek)
was gone." ne said, on looting at
the play of the last four games
though, he was still pleased. "We've
been playing at a good, consistent
level, with no really big high's or
low's. Though of course Tami Allen
is continuing to play outstandingly
veunrns."
On looking at the competition
coming up in the ncac Tourna
ment, Coaeh Skeuy remains op
timistic. "I think in the tournament,
Kenyan. Allegheny and Wooster wDl
be the teams to beat Kenyon will
probably be the toughest They playliaiak Kail T7aIC1J IHIiliWUk Wllgll VSU. us
forsees the next game against
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Defeat Wesleyan 18-- 3
By Dare Carey
The Scot New open a 3-- 3
ballgame with 12 third quarter
points en route to their second con-
secutive victory, an 18-- 3 decision
over Ohio Wesleyan. The win brings
Wooster's record to 3--4 (2-- 3 NCAC)
and gives the Scots a chance of
reaching the .500 mark tomorrow at
Oberlin.
Penalties kept the Scots from get-
ting untracked in the first quarter,
as they moved the ball well but were
stopped by 6 flags for 68 yards. The
lone score was set op by a Jon
Bulkier 48 yard kickoff return and
and a fourth-and-eig- ht conversion by
quarterback Don Mathews, who was
starting his first game at quarter-
back. Mathews finished completing
18 of 34 passes for 221 yards and two
touchdowns. He would have a third
touchdown pass, but one was drop- -
in the end sone, and the ScotsGdd to settle for 3 points in their first
possession. The Bishops tied the
game up with 28 seconds remaining
in the half on a Shaheem Abrahams
field goal, and the teams went in to
the locker room deadlocked.
The third quarter was all Wooster.
The Scots took their second posses-
sion 78 yards, with a 20 yard pass
from Mathews to Tony Harris on
fourth and seven the key play, and
Jumped ahead 9-- 3. The extra point
was no good.
Two plays later. Kirk Smith
recovered a Wesleyan fumble and on
the next play Mathews found Doug
Grosel in the end sone for a 15-- 3 lead,
as on attempted two point conver-
sion failed.
At this point the defense took over,
holding Ohio Wesleyan scoreless and
preserving the win. Dave Baka
kicked an insurance field goal in the
fourth quarter to seal the victory.
With 13 tackles and 2 quarterback
sacks. Brock Jones led the Scots and
captured NCAC Defensive Player of
the Week honors. Howie Ryder,
playing in his last home game, had
10 tackles and a fixture in the
Wesleyan backfield.
Allegheny in the double-eliminati- on
tournament being very close. "Well
have to improve on our serve recep
tion against Allegheny. They're a
very tough serving team. If we do
that, we'll have a good shot at beatin
them next ime."
The Scot Volleyball team's last
four regular season games come on
November 2, against Grove City
and Muskmgham, at MusUngham,
and November 5, against Ashland
and Ohio Northern, at Ashland Col-legeVejdsMhemVw- dJuck
Writers BlockCured
Send $2 for catalog ofT
over 16,000 topics, to
aaaiat your .writing eff-
orts and halp you baat '
Writers Block. For info.
call TOLL-FR- EE 1-800-6- 21-S745.(In Illinois call
312-922-03- 00.) Authors R-
esearch, ftn. 600-- N, 407 South
Daarbccn, Chicago XL 60605.
tivo in a roiv;
As the Scots trr to extend their two
game winning streak, it should be
noted that they are doing it with two
supposed second string linemen.
Dave Mushweck and Paul Ward
have been excellent replacements
for injured starters Greg McCue and
Paul Savage, and Saturday gave
Don Mathews plenty of time to
throw.
. ,
Tomorrow's game at Oberlin is
another good chance for a victory.
The Scots are playing their best foot-
ball of the year, and the Yoeman are
having a poor season. There is still a
chance for a .500 plus season, and a
victory over Oberlin tomorrow
would be the next step in the Wooster
football renaissance.
1
A
r
Photo By Ralph Youngen, courtesy
of News Services
Defensive end Brock Jones of the
College of Wooster has been named
NCAC player of the week, along with
Dave stucrynsxi. of case western
Reserve.
Jones was the key defender in
Wooster's 18-- 3 victory over Ohio
Wesleyan. He made 13 tackles, sack
ed the quarterback twice and
recovered one fumble to lead the
Wooster defense.
Soccer ploying
ByDinaDajani
Inconsistency seems to be the
name of the game for the women's
soccer team. After playing well
against Oberlin. the team had two
very bad outings in action against
Wilmington and Allegheny last
week. The Scots' record now stands
at 1-1- 1.
The Scots travelled to Wilmington
last Wednesday, the 23rd of October.
The team was unable to execute as
Wilmington did, especially offen-
sively, and the Scots fell with a final
tally of 7--0. The field was slow, due
to the length of the grass, and also
much smaller than the Wooster var-
sity soccer field. Although the Scots
were able to get off some good shots
on goal, they were simply unable to
find the net Defensively, the Scots
were unable to contain Wilmington's
offense.
Wooster then travelled to meet the
Aiiegneny iawn in cumercuce:game last Saturday. Allegheny bad!
been sitting on top of the NCAC soc- -i
cer fntny until they suffered;
their first defeat of the season
against Oberlin. The Scots were also
looking to upset the Gators, but were
again unable to muster any oxxense.
The Gators scored rapidly and
almost at wffl and the final score
was 8--0. In the second half.
Allegheny scored 4 goals within the j
First Section Beta Kanon Phi inPreparing for their annual Heart
Dissociation fund --raising runicmlngt
nip on Sunday, November 10. Ever)
year, members of the section go
around, tne campus seaciunghdedges for the Cleveland-are- a
.Heart Association,
. ... .
reonie are
mt
en--1Jleouragea euner to pieage a nxcai
amount of money, or to pledge a eer-- l
Itain amount per mile run. The routej
used takes the section member!
straight up to Lake Erie, and then
along the lake into tne nean i
Cleveland, finally ending up on the'
Case Western
.
Reserve
.
Campus.
- I A.1 'wnere tne uean amocizubh us
located. The run is 75 miles long, an j
takes all day for the members
Please support the section and tnn
Heart Association by donating
money to this worthy cause. .
For your convenience
Flcir Travel; :
Consultants
346 E. Dowrnzn St
Book now for
'Thanksgiving and .
Christmas
Cell 264-650- 5
YourEURAILPASS
headquarters :
JUST OFF THE
COLLEGE CAf.lFUS
Registered Ohio Travel Agent .
TA0305
'inconsistent
first six minutes.
The Scots did recieve some fine in-
dividual performances in the two
fames. Freshman halfback JennyLister played a strong game against
Wilmington and senior haL&ack
Kate DaQey was constantly hustling
against Allegheny.
. There are two more games on the
Scots schedule this season. In order
to win, the team must come up wh
sustained offensive drives and score
more goals than they have been.
One big problem with the Scots is
their lack of scoring goals. Wooster
has been shut out four times ttis
season and has yet to shut out an op-
ponent. Also, the Scots have been
outscored 53 to 13. Hopefully, the
Scots will come up with a cocple cf
wins at the end of this frustrate
THB
SHOP ;
. 679 Portage Road
243-44- 4
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Men's Cress Cotmtry
mm com mum worn pis .am
lm Mariand 14 3 23 1.4
koala halt 1 1 23 1.4lUAl Him 3 3 4 4.3f111 arandt 7 1 15 .Liaa -- r 2 4 4 -- .$
Carol ikttUi It 11 47 2.4
AUlaon uva 2 4 4 4Jmii nljiikoff 1 1 J 4.2
nta ftabUc 2 S . 4J
m or la2449 or a
BCXC aacorda 5--1-1 21 4
OnvaU tooocdi U-4- -1 as II
(OvarallMCftCl
0orallOC)
,7 21t. 4--7 Malafc Collaoa Invitational (4tk viae) 33 1-4- 0-4t. 14 aahland Collaoa Invitational
Malaa (2-1- 5. 4--15) --14-4 14 24
anldVln-Mall- oc --lS, 4--15) 4-2- 4-4 Allaohany 47 2-4-2-4t. 17 Meant galea (15-- 3. 15-1-2) 1-2- 0-0 Malak 77 3--02--0
aaldviar-Mallao- a I4-1-S, 13-1-5) 1-1- 4-0 Obatlln (1 4-0- 3-4
anion. (4-1-5, 14-1- 11 1-4-4-4
21 Craat Lakaa Collaoaa
21 Craat Lakaa Collaoaa teaoclatlon MoatAaaoclatioa 2nd of 10arlaaa (15-- 7. 14-1- 2) 2- 44--4)
anyon (17-1- 5, 15--3) 3--44-- 0 24 nooatar Invitational 4th of taaaaOhio Maalayan (15- -, 15-- 4) 4--44--0
DaPoaw (12-1- $, 1H0, 15--4) 5- 40-- 4 Oct. S Trl-St- at Invitational 7th of 23 tooaaAlbion (15-1- 7, 14-1- 4. 4--15) 5-5-0-4
(t-l-S. 34-1-5) 5-4-4-4 'Oct. 11 JU1-CM- O Maat 14th of 3414
24 (4-1-5, 15-1-1, 15-1- 0) 5-7- 4-4
Mmanbarp (4-- 15, 12-1-5) 4-7-0-4 Oct. 1 paalaon Invitational lat of 4 Taaaa
COLTS TO MTI -
OkSt aCSOLTS
apt. 11 Mooatar 1 Daniaon
apt. 14 Mooatar 1 Kanyon
Sapt. 14 Mooatar 4 nariatta
Sapc. 17 oooatar 14 Nuaklnoiat
apt. 21 Mooatar 0 tutttovn
apt. 21 aooatar Lynchouro
apt. 22 Mooatar I CI aaanoto
apt. 25 Mooatar 5 Ohio Haalayaa
Sapt. 24 Mooatar 5 Obarlla
Oct. 1 Mooatar 1 Daniaon
Oct. 5 Mooatar 2 (anyon
Oct. 14 Mooatar 4 Ohio Maalayan
Oct. 14 Mooatar 1 Motra Dana
Oct. 1 Mooatar 1 Mittanbarq
Oct. 22 "-- Mooatar 1 Obatlln
Oct. 2S4 Mooatar 1 Obarlln
Oct. 2ft Mooatar 2 Mlttanoara
Oct. 244 Mooatar 2 Daniaon
Lynchburg Invitational
Porfiat
4 Oslo Toumaamt
NCAC MEN'S SOCCER STAT I ST I I
STANDINGS N
CCOVS (OvarallHCnC)!
4-1-0- 0-1-4
1- - 1-0- 1-1-0
2- 1-0- 1-1-0
2-1-- 01-1-0
J-2-0- 1-1-0
4-2-- 01-1-0
4-- J-0-1-1-0
5-- S-0- 2-1-0
4-2-0- 3-1-0
4-1-1- 2-1-1
7-2-1- 4-1-1
4-1-1- 5-1-1
4-4-1- 5-1-1
4-4-1- 5-1-1
10-- 4-14- -1-1
11- - 4-14- -1-1
12-- 4-14- -1-1
11-4-14-
-1-1
W L T GF GA
DEN I SON 5 0 0 21 5
OHIO WESLEYAN 4 1 0 18 4
WOOSTER 2 2 0 6 10
KENY0N 2 3 t5 6 9
0BERLIN 12 1 4 7ALLEGHENY 3 1.7 17CASE RESERVE 0 4 0 2 12
OVERALL
W L T GF GA
13 2 3 54 IS
13 3 1 49 IS
7 9 1 25 36
6 9 0 17 23
7 6 3 31 22
3 10 3 12 31
4 10 0 14 31
- iI
apt.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct. 12
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
27--24 Ohio ortharn InvitationalCapital (15-- 7, 15--4)
Caoroa VI 1 liana (11-1- 5, 4-1- 5)
(7--15, 4-- 15)
rindiay (15-- 5. 3-- 15, 12-1-5. 4--15)
alayu (15--5. 15-- 4. 15-- 4)
John Carroll
Aahland
lDffton
nt. Varnoa aaaaro
(7-1- 5. 15-1-0, 7--15)
(4-1- 5, 15-1- 2, 5--15)
(2-1-5. 14-1- 5)
(15-1- 7, 12-1- 5)
Capital (15-- 2, 15-- 1, 15--4)
Caaa naaarva (15-- 2, 15--4, 15--7)
anyon (15-1- 7. 14-1- 4, 4-- 15, 15-1- 3, 10-1-5)
Ohio Dominican (15-- 4. 4-- 15. 10-1- 5)
Ohio Mtalayan (15-- 2. 15--7)
Mloohany (4-1-5, 4--15, 14-1- 4)
Obarlln (15--4, 15-- 4. 15-- 7)
NCAC WOMEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS
STANDINGS
ALLEGHENY
DEN I S0K
0BERLIN
KENY0N
OHIO WESLEYAN
CASE RESERVE
WOOSTER
OVERALL
L I
10 2 1
9 -- 4 3
7 5 3
5 6 1
4 6 1
1 10 0
1
.11 0
1
8
7
6
5
4
1
1
GF
49
33
32
23
13
5'
13
SCAC
GA
16
18
25
26
17
32
53
It will "be mostly cloudy and breezy to..lay with a
chance of rain and a high of 55 to 60. Tonightpromises to be cloudy with a good chance of rain
and a low of 4? to 52. Unfortunately, the--
weekend is not shaping up too well weatherwise.Skies win be partly cloudy to cloudy on Saturday
and Sunday with a chance ?. rain both days.
Highs will range from 60 to 65 Saturday and 48 to
53 on Sunday. Lovs will dip down to 40 to 4-- 5
both nights. TRIVIAi What is a doctor? Adoctor is a cooling sea breeze which occurs inthe, tropics each year.
7-4-0-4
7-4-0-0
7-4-4-0
7-1-04-4
4-1-01-4
4-1-11-4
4-12- 1-0
t-1-31-0
4-1-41-0
4-1-41-0
10-14- 2-0
10-15- 2-1
10--142-- 1
11--142-- 1
11--172-- 2
12--173-- 3
Women's Crosscountry
RC3ULT5 TO DnTS
DnTt
apt.
apt.'
apt.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
7
14
21
24
5
11
1
Mooatar.
Caaa Baa
Maoatar......
nllaonany....
Malab
Obarlin.
Craat Lakaa Collaoaa
naaoclation Haat
Mooatar Invitational
Trl-St- ata Invitational
Xll-Oh- lo Haat
atar
.15
.54
...12
...41
...44
...45
.19
.42
WEEK E.'HT NORTH COAST ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
FOOTBALL KF.P0RT
www m m m t
RCC04D (OvarallMCAC)
1-4- 1-4
2- 02--0
3--02-- 0
4--03--0
lat of 7 taaaa
lat of taaaa
3rd of 14 taaaa
11 of 24 taaaa(2nd In collaoa dlrla:or
5-0-4-4
OCTOBER
L T GF GA
"
STANDINGS NCAC OVERALL
1 1 41 11 W L T PF PA W L T PF PA
1 2 19 5 DEN I SON 5 0 0 197 5" 7 0 0 270 80
1 3 26 13 CWRL 5 1 0 189 71 6 2 0 239 91
5 1 21 23 KENY0N 4 2 0 49 83 4 4 0 55 152
5 1 13 14 WOOSTER 2 3 0 63 13 3 4 0 80 167
10 0 5 32 0BERLIN 1 3 0 22 54 2 6 0 80 132
10 0 13 37 ow 1 4 0 37 132
.1. 6 1 64 180ALLEGHENY 0 5 0 75 102 17 0 101 152
noimiCOAST
ATHLETICC02IFERQ1CE
mmpmmmmpmfmmpmmmmmmmmimmmml
' CPa Epson DlB"i-- j
J' I BDDHS FDRV j
FLORENCE 0. LT72L50m
BDOIrtSTORE --
LDCR4 CEIUTER '
